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Abstract In component-based systems, the behavior of components is usu-
ally described at component interfaces and the components are characterized
as requester (active) and provider (reactive) components. Two interacting
components are considered compatible if all possible sequences of services
requested by one component can be provided by the other component. This
concept of component compatibility can be extended to sets of interacting
components, however, in the case of several requester components interacting
with one or more provider components, as is typically the case of cleint–server
applications, the requests from different components can be interleaved and
then verifying component compatibility must take into account all possible
interleavings of requests. Such interleaving of requests can lead to unexpected
behavior of the composed system, e.g. a deadlock can occur. Service renaming
is proposed as a method of systematic eliminating of such unexpected effects
and streamlining component compositions.
1 Introduction
In component-based systems, components represent high-level software ab-
straction which must be generic enough to work in a variety of contexts and in
cooperation with other components, but which also must be specific enough
to provide easy reuse [9].
Primary reasons for using components are [8]: separability of components
from their contexts; independent component development, testing and later
reuse; upgrade and replacement in running systems. Component composabil-
ity is often taken for granted, while it actually is influenced by a number of
factors such as operating platforms, programming languages or the specific
middleware technology in which the components are based. Ideally, the de-
velopment, quality control, and deployment of software components should
be automated similarly to other engineering domains, which deal with the
construction of large systems composed of well-understood elements with
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predictable properties and under acceptable budget and timing constraints
[14]. For this to happen, automated component-based software engineering
must resolve a number of issues, including efficient verification of component
compatibility.
The behavior of components is usually described at component interfaces
[16] and the components are characterized as requester (active) and provider
(reactive) components. Although several approaches to checking component
composability have been proposed [1] [4] [10] [12], further research is needed
to make these ideas practical [8]. Usually two interacting components are con-
sidered compatible if all sequences of services requested by one component
can be provides by the other component. In the case of several components
interacting with a single provider, as is typically the case of internet appli-
cations (e.g., client-server systems), the requests from different components
can be interleaved and then verifying component compatibility must check
all possible interleavings of requests from all interacting components for pos-
sible conflicts. Such interleaving of service requests can lead to unexpected
behavior of the composed system; e.g., a deadlock can occur. Service renam-
ing is proposed as a systematic method of eliminating request conflicts and
streamlining component composition.
The idea of service renaming for the elimination of conflicting requests
can be illustrated by the following simple example. Let the languages of
two requester components be specified by regular expressions “(abc)*” and
“(bac)*” (“a”, “b” and “c” are services requested by the components),
and let the language of the corresponding provider component be “((ab +
ba)c)*”. It can be easily checked that both requester components are com-
patible with the provider [20], however, one of possible interleavings of the
requests is ”(ab(bc + ac))*”, which - if allowed - results in a deadlock. Ser-
vice renaming which eliminates this deadlock replaces, for example, ”a” by
”A” in the sequence “bac” and “b” by “B” in the sequence “abc”, and then
any interleaving of “(aBc)*” with “(bAc)” is compatible with the provider
“((aB + bA)c)*”.
The paper is continuation of previous work on component compatibility
and substitutability [7] [19] [20] [21]. Using the same formal specification of
component behavior in the form of component languages, the paper proposes
an approach to identify component conflicts in component composition and
systematic renaming of services as a conflict removal method.
Since component languages are usually infinite, their compact finite speci-
fication is needed for effective verification, comparisons and other operations.
Labeled Petri nets are used as such specification.
Petri nets [13] [15] are formal models of systems which exhibit concurrent
activities with constraints on frequency or orderings of these activities. In
labeled Petri nets, labels, which represent services, are associated with el-
ements of nets in order to identify interacting components. Well-developed
mathematical theory of Petri nets provides a convenient formal foundation
for analysis of systems modeled by Petri nets.
Section 2 recalls the concept of component languages as a characterization
of component’s behavior. Component languages are used in Section 3 to define
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component compatibility. Service renaming is described in Section 4 while
Section 5 concludes the chapter.
2 Modeling component behavior
The behavior of a component, at its interface, can be represented by a cyclic
labeled Petri net [6] [20]:
Mi = (Pi, Ti, Ai, Si,mi, ℓi, Fi),
where Pi and Ti are disjoint sets of places and transitions, respectively, Ai is
the set of directed arcs, Ai ⊆ Pi×Ti∪Ti×Pi, Si is an alphabet representing
the set of services that are associated with transitions by the labeling function
ℓi : Ti → Si∪{ε} (ε is the “empty” service; it labels transitions which do not
represent services), mi is the initial marking function mi : Pi → {0, 1, ...},
and Fi is the set of final markings (which are used to capture the cyclic nature
of sequences of firings).
Sometimes it is convenient to separate net structure N = (P, T,A) from
the initial marking function m.
In order to represent component interactions, the interfaces are divided
into provider interfaces (or p-interfaces) and requester interfaces (or r-interfaces).
In the context of a provider interface, a labeled transition can be thought of as
a service provided by that component; in the context of a requester interface,
a labeled transition is a request for a corresponding service. For example,
the label can represent a conventional procedure or method invocation. It
is assumed that if the p-interface requires parameters from the r-interface,
then the appropriate number and types of parameters are delivered by the r-
interface. Similarly, it is assumed that the p-interface provides an appropriate
return value, if such a value is required. The equality of symbols representing
component services (provided and requested) implies that all such require-
ments are satisfied.
For unambiguous interactions of requester and provider interfaces, it is
required that in each p-interface there is exactly one labeled transition for
each provided service:
∀ti, tj ∈ T : ℓ(ti) = ℓ(tj) 6= ε ⇒ ti = tj .
Moreover, to express the reactive nature of provider components, all provider
models are required to be ε–conflict–free, i.e.:
∀t ∈ T ∀p ∈ Inp(t) : Out(p) 6= {t} ⇒ ℓ(t) 6= ε
where Out(p) = {t ∈ T | (p, t) ∈ A}; the condition for ε–conflict–freeness
could be used in a more relaxed form but this is not discussed here for sim-
plicity of presentation.
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Component behavior is determined by the set of all possible sequences of
services (required or provided by a component) at a particular interface. Such
a set of sequences is called the interface language.
Let F(M) denote the set of firing sequences in M such that the marking
created by each firing sequence belongs to the set of final markings F of M.
The interface language L(M), of a component represented by a labeled Petri
net M, is the set of all labeled firing sequences of M:
L(M) = {ℓ(σ) | σ ∈ F(M)},
where ℓ(ti1ti2 ...tik) = ℓ(ti1)ℓ(ti2)...ℓ(tik).
By using the concept of final markings, interface languages reflect the
cyclic behavior of (requester as well as provider) components.
Interface languages defined by Petri nets include regular languages, some
context–free and even context–sensitive languages [11]. Therefore, they are
significantly more general than languages defined by finite automata [5], but
their compatibility verification is also more difficult than in the case of regular
languages.
3 Component compatibility
Interface languages of interacting components can be used to define the com-
patibility of components; a requester component Mr is compatible with a
provider component Mp if and only if all sequences of services requested by
Mr can be provided by Mp, i.e., if and only if:
L(Mr) ⊆ L(Mp).
Checking the inclusion relation between the requester and provider lan-
guages defined by Petri nets Mr and Mp can be performed by systematic
checking if the services requested by one of the interacting nets can be pro-
vided by the other net at each stage of the interaction.
3.1 Bounded case
In the case of bounded nets, checking compatibility of a single requester
with a single provider components performs a breadth–first traversal of the
reachability graph G(Mr) verifying that for each transition in G(Mr) there is
a corresponding transition in G(Mp), which is described in detail in [20]. For
the case of several requester components Mi, i = 1, ..., k, interacting with
a single provider component Mp, first the compatibility of each requester
with the provider is checked in [20]. Then the interleaving of requests are
checked for progress, and is a deadlock is discovered, the set of interacting
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components cannot be compatible. For simplicity, the family of requester
components is represented by a vector Nr with individual components Nr[1],
Nr[2], ... Nr[k]. Similarly, the markings for Nr are denoted be a vector mr
with individual marking functions mr[1], mr[2], ... mr[k].
The following logical function CheckProgressB is used when all requester
and provider languages are defined by bounded marked Petri nets (Ni,mi),
i = 1, ..., k, and (Np,mp), respectively. The function performs exhaustive
analysis of possible interleavings of requests, checking the progress of the
composed model; if there is no progress (which means, a deadlock has been
created), false is returned. In the pseudocode below, New is a sequence (a
queue) of markings to be checked, head and tail are operations on sequences
that return the first element and remaining part of the sequence, respectively,
append(s, a) appends an element a to a sequence s, Analyzed is the set of
markings that have been analyzed, Enabled(N ,m) returns the set of labels of
transitions enabled in the net N by the marking m (including ε if the enabled
transitions include transitions without labels), and next(N ,m, a) returns the






while New 6= {} do
(m, n) := head(New);
New := tail(New);
if (m, n) /∈ Analyzed then
Analyzed := Analyzed ∪ {(m, n)};
noprogress := true;
for i := 1 to k do
Symbols1 := Enabled(Nr[i], SkipEps(Nr[i],m[i]));
Symbols2 := Enabled(Np, SkipEps(Np, n));
if Symbols1 ∩ Symbols2 6= {} then
noprogress := false;
m′ := m;
for each x in Symbols1 ∩ Symbols2 do
m′[i] := next(Nr[i],m[i], x)










The function SkipEps(m) advances the marking function m through all
transitions labeled by ε:
proc SkipEps(N ,m);
begin
while ε ∈ Enabled(N ,m) do m := next(N ,m, ε) od;
return m
end;
where the ε parameter of the function next refers to any transition enabled
by m that is labeled by ε.
Example. Fig.1 shows a simple configuration of two (cyclic) requester




















Fig.1. Two requesters and a single provider.
In this case, the languages of the requesters are described by regular
expressions “(abc)*” and “(bac)*” and the language of the provider by
“((ab+ba)c)*”. It can be easily checked that both requesters are compatible
with the provider; the languages “(abc)*” and “(bac)*” are subsets of the
language “((ab+ba)c)*”.
As indicated in the introduction, the combined requests from both re-
quester components are not compatible with the provider shown in Fig.1.
For example, if the first request from requester-1 (i.e., “a”) is followed by
the first request from requester-2 (i.e., “b”), the composed system becomes
deadlocked because further requests are “b” (from requester-1) and “a” (from
requester-2) while the only provided service at this stage is “c”.
The steps performed by the function CheckProgressB for the nets shown
in Fig.1 are illustrated in a table, in which the first column, “conf”, iden-
tifies the configuration of the model, while the last column, “ℓ”, indicates
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the next configuration, reached in effect of the requested/provided service
shown in column “x”; columns m and n show the markings of the requester
and provider nets, respectively; i indicates the requester component (used
for interleaving), as in function CheckProgressB, similarly to the remaining
columns of the table:
conf m n i Symbols1 Symbols2 x next(Nr[i],m[i], x) next(Np, n, x) ℓ
0 [(1,0,0),(1,0,0)] (1,0,0,0) 1 {a} {a, b} a (0,1,0) (0,1,0,0) 1
2 {b} {a, b} b (0,1,0) (0,0,1,0) 2
1 [(0,1,0),(1,0,0)] (0,1,0,0) 1 {b} {b} b (0,0,1) (0,0,0,1) 3
2 {b} {b} b (0,1,0) (0,0,0,1) 4
2 [(1,0,0),(0,1,0)] (0,0,1,0) 1 {a} {a} a (0,1,0) (0,0,0,1) 4
2 {a} {a} a (0,0,1) (0,0,0,1) 5
3 [(0,0,1),(1,0,0)] (0,0,0,1) 1 {c} {c} c (1,0,0) (1,0,0,0) 0
2 {b} {c} –
4 [(0,1,0),(0,1,0)] (0,0,0,1) 1 {b} {c} –
2 {a} {c} –
5 [(1,0,0),(0,0,1)] (0,0,0,1) 1 {a} {c} –
2 {c} {c} c (1,0,0) (1,0,0,0) 0
No component can progress in configuration 4, so this is a deadlock config-
uration. Consequently the components shown in Fig.1 cannot be compatible.
It can be observed that this deadlock configuration can be reached from
configuration 0 by requesting service “a” (by requester-1) and then in config-
uration 1, requesting service “b” (by requester-2). Configuration 4 can also be
reached from configuration 0 by first requesting service “b” (by requester-2)
and then, in configuration 2, service “a” (by requester-2).
It should also be noted that in configurations 3 and 5, only one of the re-
quester components does not progress, so these configurations are not dead-
locks.
3.2 Unbounded case
For the unbounded case, compatibility checking must include checking the
unboundedness condition (a marked net (N ,m0) is unbounded if there exist
markings m′ and m′′ reachable from m0 such that m
′′ is reachable from m′
and m′′ is componentwise greater or equal to m′). This condition is checked
for the requesters as well as for the provider nets by combining the mark-
ings together. More specifically, for each analyzed pair of markings (m, n),
an additional check is performed if the set Analyzed contains a pair of mark-
ings, which is componentwise smaller than (m, n) and from which (m, n)
is reachable; if the set Analyzed contains such a pair, analysis of (m, n)
is discontinued. This additional check is performed by a logical function
Reachable((m, n), Analyzed), in which the first argument is a vector of mark-
ing functions (which - in this particular case - can be considered as a single
marking function obtained by concatenation of all consecutive elements of
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m). As in the bounded case, Nr is a vector of requester nets [N1,N2, ...,Nk],
also denoted Nr[i], i = 1, ..., k, and mr is a vector of marking functions for





while New 6= {} do
(m, n) := head(New);
New := tail(New);
if (m, n) /∈ Analyzed then
Analyzed := Analyzed ∪ {(m, n)};
noprogress := true;
if not Reachable((m, n), Analyzed) then
for i := 1 to k do
Symbols1 := Enabled(Nr[i], SkipEps(Nr[i],m[i]));
Symbols2 := Enabled(Np, SkipEps(Np, n));
if Symbols1 ∩ Symbols2 6= {} then
noprogress := false;
m′ := m;
for each x in Symbols1S†m⌊≀l∫∈ do
m′[i] := next(Nr[i],m[i], x)










As in the bounded case, the function CheckProgressU returns false if there
is a sequence of service requests which cannot be satisfied by the provider
component.
Example. Fig.2 shows another model composed of two requester compo-
nents with languages “(abc)*” and “(ab*c)*” and an unbounded provider
which accepts any sequence of requests of services “a”, “b” and “c” such that
any prefix of this sequence (including the whole sequence) contains not less
requests for service “a” than for service “c”; the language of this provider is
nonregular.
Both requester components are compatible with the provider as their lan-
guages are subsets of the provider’s language.
The steps used by the function CheckProgressU for the components shown
in Fig.2 are illustrated in the following table:

















Fig.2. Two requesters with an unbounded provider.
It can be easily checked that both requester components shown in Fig.2
are compatible with the provider. The steps used by CheckProgressU for the
components shown in Fig.2 are illustrated by the following table:
conf m n i Symbols1 Symbols2 x next(Nr[i],m[i], x) next(Np, n, x) ℓ
0 [(1,0,0),(1,0)] (1,0) 1 {a} {a, b} a (0,1,0) (1,1) 1
2 {a} {a, b} a (0,1) (1,1) 2
1 [(0,1,0),(1,0)] (1,1) 1 {b} {a, b, c} b (0,0,1) (1,1) 3
2 {a} {a, b, c} a (0,1) (1,2) 4
2 [(1,0,0),(0,1)] (1,1) 1 {a} {a, b, c} b (0,1,0) (1,2) 4
2 {b, c} {a, b, c} b (0,1) (1,1) 2
c (1,0) (1,0) 0
3 [(0,0,1),(1,0)] (1,1) 1 {c} {a, b, c} c (1,0,0) (1,0) 3
2 {a} {a, b, c} a (0,1) (1,2) 4
4 [(0,0,1),(0,1)] (1,2) 1 {c} {a, b, c} c (1,0,0) (1,1) 2
2 {b, c} {a, b, c} b (0,1) (1,2) 4
c (1,0) (1,1) 3
Since there is no deadlock configuration, the components shown in Fig.2
are compatible.
4 Service renaming
The progress of interactions for the model shown in Fig.1 can be illustrated by
a “request graph” shown in Fig.3, in which the nodes are configurations of the
model (from the column “conf” of the table following Fig.1 and the edges are
labeled by the services requested/provided by the interacting components in
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the form “x/i” where “x” is the service and “i” is the index of the requester
component. It should be observed that Fig.3 is a graphical representation of









Fig.3. Request graph for Fig.1.
There are two paths leading (from the initial node 0) to the deadlock
node; one is “(a/1,b/2)” and the second is “b/2,a/1)”, as discussed in the
example in Section 3.1. Moreover, the cycles including nodes 0–1–3–0 and
0–2–5–0 represent the compatibility of single requester components with the
provider.
For the renamed services, the steps performed by the function CheckPro-
gressB are illustrated in the following table:
conf m n i Symbols1 Symbols2 x next(Nr[i],m[i], x) next(Np, n, x) ℓ
0 [(1,0,0),(1,0,0)] (1,0,0,0) 1 {a} {a, b} a (0,1,0) (0,1,0,0) 1
2 {b} {a, b} b (0,1,0) (0,0,1,0) 2
1 [(0,1,0),(1,0,0)] (0,1,0,0) 1 {B} {B} B (0,0,1) (0,0,0,1) 3
2 {b} {B} –
2 [(1,0,0),(0,1,0)] (0,0,1,0) 1 {a} {A} –
2 {A} {A} A (0,0,1) (0,0,0,1) 4
3 [(0,0,1),(1,0,0)] (0,0,0,1) 1 {c} {c} c (1,0,0) (1,0,0,0) 0
2 {b} {c} –
4 [(1,0,0),(0,0,1)] (0,0,0,1) 1 {a} {c} –
2 {c} {c} c (1,0,0) (1,0,0,0) 0
The deadlock node from Fig.3 has been eliminated, so the components –
after service renaming – are compatible and can be composed into a deadlock–
free system.
It can be observed that there are several other service renamings which
result in the same behavior of composed system, for example “(Abc)*”,
“(Bac)*” and “(Ab+Ba)c)*” as well as “(ABc)*”, “(bac)*” and “(AB+ba)c)*”,
so some other criteria can be taken into account in using service renaming
for eliminating conflicting requests.
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5 Concluding remarks
In component–based systems, when several requester components are inter-
acting with one or more provider components, the requests from different
components can be interleaved and then the properties of the composed sys-
tem can differ significantly from the properties of components. As shown
in Section 3.1, the compatibilities of pairs of interacting components are not
sufficient – in general case – for the compatibility of composed system. Conse-
quently, the compatibility of each composition must be verified independently
of the compatibility of interacting pairs of components. Straightforward al-
gorithms for such verifications are outlined in Section 3.
In the case of incompatibilities (represented by deadlocks in the composed
system), service renaming has been proposed as a systematic approach to
eliminating conflicting requests.
Practical service renaming can be performed by connectors [2] or compo-
nent adaptors [3] [17].
The discussion (in Section 3) was restricted to systems of several requester
components interacting with a single provider component because it can be
shown that systems with several provider components can be decomposed
into several systems, each with one provider component, and analyzed one
after another.
It can be observed that the proposed service renaming can be used for
restricting request interleaving that may be required for incremental compo-
sition [20].
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